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Business boarding up before election day

For one minute on November 2, 2020, Fox News, The New York Times and many other news outlets are reporting that small businesses and retailers in major cities across the country are boarding store front windows in an anticipated Election Day unrest. Nordstrom plans to board some of
its 350 stores and hire additional security on Election Day, The Times reported. This newspaper is The company, citing high-end stores such as SaksPiffs Avenue, is taking similar steps in New York City and elsey. Related: Cannabis with the 2020 election: Voting box Beverly Hills police



announced plans to close the famous strip of luxury stores, Rodeo Drive, on Tuesday and Wednesday, hoping for increased protest activity. According to estimates from the Insurance Information Institute, businesses have hit at least $1 billion in insurance losses sustained during looting in
the wake of george Floyd's killing in May. Get discounts on books you love delivered directly to your inbox. We will feature different books every week and share exclusive deals you won't find anywhere else. Amplify your business knowledge and reach your full entrepreneurial potential with
the exclusive benefits of Entrepreneur Insider. Watch premium content, webinars, ad-free experiences, and more for just $5 a month! In addition, enjoy a free 1 year entrepreneur magazine subscription. Are you paying too much for business insurance? Are there significant gaps in
coverage? Trust entrepreneurs so you can find out. Phil Blancato, CEO of Landenburg-Tyman Asset Management, and Michael Lee of Michelle Lee Strategies discuss the impact of the undecided presidential election on the stock market. Be smart about how to ship $730 million in revenue,
a $730 million Powerball winner. With the Biden administration expected to commit trillions of dollars to green energy infrastructure in the future, renewable stocks should outperform the market (Bloomberg) - Intel's next chief executive Pat Gelsinger has promised to restore the company's
lead in chip manufacturing, wiping out parts of its business in response to the growing demands of some investors. I am confident that in 2023 the majority of our products will be manufactured internally. At the same time, given the breadth of the portfolio, it is likely to expand the use of
external foundry for specific technologies and products. He plans to provide more details after officially taking over the CEO role 15, but Gelsinger said it was clear that Intel was sticking to its once-powerful manufacturing operation. We told analysts on a conference call Thursday that we
just weren't interested in closing the gap. We are interested in resuming our position as an unquestionable leader in process technology. Maintaining its own production may not be a good thing because manufacturing technology has left Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing Co. behind,
which makes chips for many of Intel's competitors. If a U.S. company can't Up, its products will become less competitive and it can sell and lose market share. Activist Dan Loeb suggested the company consider rotating its manufacturing business. Other investors are waiting to see if Intel
will outsource more production. Intel shares fell nearly 5 percent in extended trading, giving up most of the gains made ahead of the strong earnings announcement. Where investors will be disappointed is that some were expecting some sort of bigger announcement about their strategic
partnership with TSMC, said analyst Logan Polk of Edward Jones. TSMC recently announced $28 billion in capital expenditures for 2021. Purk said Intel will need to increase spending on a large scale to catch Asian companies. TSMC fell 3.6 percent, the most in the market since August 20.
Shares of some Intel suppliers also fell, with Screen Holdings down 3.8% and Tokyo Electron down 1.4%. READ MORE: Potential unauthorized access to Intel probe performance report taking reins of company in midst of worst crisis in at least a year. It has been the biggest chipmaker for
the past 30 years, dominating the $400 billion industry by creating the best designs in its own state-of-the-art factories. Most other U.S. chip companies closed or sold factories and tapped other companies to make parts. Intel argued that performing both improved each aspect of its
operations and created better semiconductors. The strategy has collapsed in recent years as Intel struggles to bring new production technologies into place on time. Now, as TSMC, which makes chips for Intel competitors such as advanced micro devices, and big Intel customers such as
Samsung Electronics, Amazon.com and Apple Inc.AmD, rally in extended deals, Gelsinger discussed Intel's goal of improving in-house manufacturing. Intel's quarterly results, released before the market closed on Thursday, sent shares higher in New York early Thursday. Hackers
accessed critical information on Intel's website, requesting that the company report the numbers earlier than planned. California-based Santa Clara said revenue for the period ending in March would be about $17.5 billion. This excludes the memory chip segment sold by Intel. Analysts were
looking for an average of $16.2 billion, according to data compiled by Bloomberg.Intel sees strong demand for laptops through the first half of the year, Chief Financial Officer George Davis said in an interview. Earnings in the second half of this year will depend in part on whether companies
increase spending on new hardware, he added. The problem is that you can see corporate support, he said. It was quiet and good. Intel's personal computer chip division generated $10.9 billion in revenue in the fourth quarter. Analysts expected $9.72 billion. The high-margin data center
unit generated revenue of $6.1. Wall Street was looking for $5.37 billion. In Intel's data center business, revenue from cloud service providers fell 15 percent from a year earlier. Corporate and government revenue fell 25 percent. Volume and average selling prices fell. Owners of large data
centers are working through unused chip stockpiles. In the PC business, Intel reported a 30 percent surge in laptop chip sales despite a 15 percent drop in average sales prices. Excluding some items, fourth-quarter profit was $1.52 on revenue of $20 billion, down 1 percent from a year
earlier. Analysts had expected $1.11 on revenue of $17.5 billion. Intel's gross margin, the percentage of revenue left after deducting production costs, was 56.8%. This is a key indicator of the strength of manufacturing and product prices. Intel has historically provided a margin of about 60%.
(9-speed sharedup data). For more articles like this, visit us at bloomberg.comSubscribe, the most trusted source of business news.©2021 Bloomberg L.P.Greenlight Capital hedge fund manager and notorious value investor David Einhorn has published an annual letter to investors, This
was a tough 2020 for Einhorn.The Finishing Strong (which took a huge hit at Tesla Inc.'s big position): TSLA was strong, rising 25 percent in 2020. Despite the disastrous Tesla's short position, Einhorn was able to recoup its overall profit 5.2 percent for the fund this year. The Greenlight
letter revealed several new long positions heading into 2021, including Fubotv (NYSE: FUBO), Danimer Scientology (NYSE: DNMR) and New Bass Therapeutics (NYSE: NBSE), according to Bloomberg. All three stocks were trading more than 10 percent higher on Thursday. Einhorn said
the Tesla Short position is Greenlight's biggest loser in 2020. He said Tesla is a S&amp;amp;T P 500.Reportedly adjusted positions before being included in related links, but 13F round-up in Q3: Buffett, Einhorn, Ackman and others have adjusted their recent wills: Greenlight has seen
growth stocks soar in recent years and stock prices fall, according to S&amp;amp;S; The P 500 index was greatly undervalued. Greenlight recorded a net loss of 38 percent in 2018 and then a net profit of 14 percent in 2019, the worst year since the fund's inception in 1996.Einhorn found
mainstream notoriety on Wall Street when he unveiled a short position at Lehman Brothers before the bank collapsed in 2007. But he said he had been under much criticism in recent years for his tenacious short position at Tesla and his public communication with Tesla CEO Elon Musk.
TSLA cars are not fashionable. If they were, TSLA would sell more than that. Fad owns TSLA shares, Einhorn said in the letter. As of the end of the third quarter, Greenlight's three long positions were Green Brick Partners (NYSE: GRBK) and Brighthouse Financial Inc. BHF) and Atlas Air
Worldwide Holdings (NASDAQ: AAWW). Benzinga's take: Economist John Maynard Keynes said the market could remain unreasonable for longer than it could remain solvent, and Einhorn's track record in recent years highlights how much toll a stock in question can take on its entire
portfolio if it becomes embroiled in a potential market bubble. Short positions can lead to infinite theoretical losses, but standard long positions are limited to 100% disadvantages. Image credit: PokerListings, see more from YouTubeVenzinger * Click here for options trading at Benzinga *
Why this enfez energy analyst is bullish following a Tesla-powered sell-off * How Americans spend their stimulus payments (C) (C) Benzinga.com. We do not provide benzinga investment counseling. All rights reserved. Financial experts and radio hosts say these money mistakes can be
costly. Congressional leaders plan to get the right to work on it. How quickly can I get cash? BlackRock Inc. said Thursday it will raise its dividend by 14 percent. Investment Management's new quarterly dividend will be paid to record shareholders on March 23 at $3.63 per share. The share
price fell 0.1 percent in afternoon trading. At current price, the new annual odds are 1.95% for spdr financially select sector ETFs, according to FactSet. Dividend yield of 2.23% compared to the implied yield of P 500. BlackRock's stock has risen 16.7 percent in the past three months, with
the financial ETF up 24.1 percent, the S&amp;amp;T; The P 500 index rose 12.1 percent. Well, it's official. Joe Biden is now president and will be supported by the Democratic majority in both circles, at least in the short term. Wall Street is taking action from the new administration, and
among its first moves, it sees an increase in fiscal stimulus books that are likely to goose consumer spending, boost corporate profits and provide general economic support in the first half of 2021. Dealing with the situation at Goldman Sachs is investment strategist David Costin, who is
bullish on the prospects for short-term fiscal stimulus. In light of this, Costin set Goldman's forecast for this year at 6.4 percent GDP growth. He continues to see high growth next year and set a 2022 forecast of 4%. These forecast figures are higher than the previously announced 5.9% and
3.7%. To this end, Kostin We expect the P 500 to reach 4,300 by the end of the year, a gain of 12% from current levels. Elections have consequences. Democratic control of Washington, D.C since January 20 will bring greater fiscal spending, faster GDP growth, more inflation and higher
interest rates than we thought, Kostin noted. When the market looks up, investors are looking for stocks that are ready to make a profit. Priced at less than $5 per share, penny stocks are a natural place to search for potential winners. their low price means Even small incremental gains
translate into large percentages. However, before jumping straight into investing in penny stocks, Wall Street pros are better off looking at the bigger picture and considering other factors beyond the price tag. For some names that fall into this category, you get what you pay for, thanks to
really weak fundamentals, recent headwinds or even a large number of outstanding stocks that offer very little in the way of long-term growth prospects. Taking risk into account, we used TipRanks' database to find attractive penny stocks with trading price tags. The platform steered us
towards two teakers sporting stock prices under the Strong by Consensus rating of the analyst community. Significant upside potential is on the table. AzurRx Biopharma (AZRX) we will start as a company specializing in gastrointestinal diseases, AzurRx. The company focuses on creating
non-organized and targeted recombinant therapies for GI disease. AzurRx has a pipeline of three drug candidates at various levels of the development process. MS1819, a leading pipeline candidate, is being investigated as an extracrinic pancreatic tribal therapy for patients suffering from
cystic fibrosis. MS1819 is a recombinant lipaze derived from yeast strains. The drug is designed to target fat molecules in the digestive tract, which allows patients to absorb decomposed fats for nutritional value. The drug is currently in its stage 2 trial, scheduled to be completed in the first
half of this year. As of January 21, the first two patients in the 2b OPTION 2 expansion study were dosed into treatment, and remained supported by the Data Monitoring Council (DMC) program. In another major development, AzurRx entered a partnership with First Wave Bio to research
the oral and rectal formulas of Niclosamide to treat immune checkpoint inhibitor-related colitis (ICI-AC) and COVID-19-related gastrointestinal infections and announced earlier this month. As a treatment for COVID-related GI problems, Niccolo Samid's estimated market exceeds $450
million. With several potentially significant clinical catalysts as well as a $0.98 share price, several members of the street now feel it's the right time to pull the trigger. Ross Capital's Jonathan Aschoff is bullish on AZurRx, based on long-term forecasts of ms1819's chances of success. We
base our assessment of AZRX on future U.S. sales estimates of MS1819 for the treatment of EPI due to CF and CP, and used an initial price of approximately $18,000 per year at a price consistent with the currently available PERT. We plan for MS1819 to be commercialized in the U.S. in
2023, with sales of $272 million by 2030. The former U.S. commercial success for MS1819, or commercial success in the early-stage beta-lactamaze program, would provide a lift for our assessment, Aschoff noted. Analysts also expect early clinical outcomes. COVID-19 GI infection, and
potentially, designation from ICI-AC: Niccolosamide was approved by the FDA in 1982 to treat intestinal taffyworm infection and is on the World Health Organization's list of required drugs. Given the millions of patients who have taken the drug, the safety profile is largely established, which
lowers the risk of development. Given all of the above, Aschoff rated AZRX as a purchase, and his $7 price target suggests a sky-high 608% upside over the years a year a year a year a future. (Click here to see Aschoff's performance; overall, analyst Consensus on AZRX shares is a
strong buy; the stock has four recent reviews, including three buys and a single hold; in addition, the $4 average price target offers upward potential at 304%. (See AZRX Inventory Analysis for TipRanks) ProQR (PRQR) ProQR is a biotechnology company focused on treatment for
congenital progressive blindness. Specifically, the company is working on a drug that reverses a group of genetic vision disorders called inherited retinal disease. The disease currently has no effective treatment. The company has a research pipeline of five drug candidates at various stages
of the research process. The two most far apart are QR-110 (cellfasen) and QR-421. Of those, QR-110 is currently in phase 2/3 research. This candidate is an RNA therapy designed to correct the most common CEP290 gene mutation that causes Leber congenital maurosis 10 (LCA10).
This is a severe genetic retinal disease that affects as many as three in 100,000 children. QR-421 is another RNA treatment, focusing on the Exon 13 mutation in the USH2A gene. This mutation causes blindness due to manganese pigmentosis and/or Usher syndrome. QR-421 is a phase
1/2 study aimed at restoring lost vision or preventing loss in the first. Jonathan Uleben, an analyst covering JMP's stock, points to Sepofasen as a key component of bullish nissis. We continue to feel good about Sepofarsen's chances of success in lighting for a number of reasons: 1) Step
1/2 check the target registration dose and dosing interval (6 months); 2) Patients had clinically significant and robust BCVA improvements after 12 months – an important primary endpoint; 3) Support secondary efficacy measurement (FST, mobility); 4) similar reactions seen in the second
treated eye; 5) Long-term safety confirms positive risks/benefits; And 6) the lighting patient population was abundant on the basis of step 1/2 results (&gt; /= baseline of hand operation). We assign sepofarsen 60% POS and model LCA10 to PRQR at peak penetration with ~$300M
opportunity. Following his upbeat outlook, Wollleben put a $20 price target on the stock, implying a 384% one-year upside, with a performance (i.e. buy) rating. (Click here to see Uleven's performance; overall, PRQR has a unanimously strong buy rating from analysts Consensus based on
three positive stock reviews; the stock is currently trading at $4.13, averaging $20.67 The target is slightly stronger than Uleben and is up 400% over the next 12 months. For a good idea of penny stocks traded in attractive value accounts, visit TipRanks Best Stock, a newly launched tool
that combines all the equity insights into TipRanks' stock. Disclaimer: The opinions expressed in this document are solely those of recommended analysts. Content is used for informational purposes only. It is very important to conduct your own analysis before making an investment.
Investor business daily chipmaking giant Intel beat Wall Street's sales and fourth-quarter earnings targets late on Thursday. News of the performance, released just before the market close, pushed Intel shares higher. Q: Is it true that the distribution is not taxed when the heir to the Roth IRA
accepts the funds? It would be unusual for an inherited Roth IRA to be taxed on RMDs. The only part of an inherited IRA can be subject to taxes. Other auto stocks joined an impressive rally in Tesla's stock. Here's why: The investor's Business Daily stock market rally hit new highs on
Thursday in big technologies such as Apple, AMD and Intel, but the increasingly expanded Nasdaq poses risks. My Pillow CEO Mike Lindell is the latest business leader to discover the downsides of being a crank. These are the best value and marijuana stocks on nasdaq, the fastest
growing, and the most momentum for February.At CNBC's transformation conference a few months ago, IBM CEO Arvind Krishna painted a picture of the company in the middle of a change. Meanwhile, cognitive applications that could find AI income were flat. If Krishna is looking for a
silver lining, perhaps red hat itself could take comfort from an 18 percent increase in year-over-year sales, according to the company. Because power has changed in the White House, we can expect these names and topics to help. Investor's Business Daily boeing stock 737 is now a good
buy as the maximum ground is off? Looking at the aerospace giant's fundamentals and stock charts, U.S. President Joe Biden's promise to ban new oil and gas drilling on federal lands would take years to cut off production from top shale drilling companies because they had already
stockpiled permits, according to Reuters. But small independent oil rigs without the resources of large corporations were more concerned about Biden's pledge to tighten regulations and stop issuing new permits on federal lands by 2050 as part of his sweeping plan to combat climate
change and bring the economy to zero emissions. Federal land is the source of about 10 percent of U.S. oil and gas supplies. How much is PayPal bitcoin is holdings? The taxes you have to pay on your 401(k) distribution in retirement depend heavily on whether the funds are on your
traditional 401(k). Ross 401 (k). 401 (k).
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